Abstract—Lung cancer is the most deadly form of cancer, and survival depends on early-stage diagnosis and treatment. Transoral access is preferable to traditional between-the-ribs needle insertion because it is less invasive and reduces risk of lung collapse. Yet many sites in the peripheral zones of the lung or distant from the bronchi cannot currently be accessed transorally, due to the relatively large diameter and lack of sufficient steerability of current instrumentation. To remedy this, we propose a new robotic system that uses a tendon-actuated device (bronchoscope) as a first stage for deploying a concentric tube robot, which itself is a vehicle through which a bevel steered needle can be introduced into the soft tissue of the lung outside the bronchi. In this paper we present the various components of the system and the workflow we envision for deploying the robot to a target using image guidance. We describe initial validation experiments in which we puncture ex vivo bronchial wall tissue and also target a nodule in a phantom with an average final tip error of 0.72 mm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer kills more people than any other form of cancer, with more than 150,000 Americans dying from it each year [1]. Survival is highly dependent on early diagnosis and treatment [2], [3]. Current imaging techniques enable the detection of small nodules, but definitive diagnosis requires biopsy. The least invasive and most common procedures for biopsy are percutaneous and transoral bronchoscopic biopsy, both of which have drawbacks. Percutaneous techniques can access the peripheral lung, but require puncture of the pleura, which may result in pneumothorax (lung collapse) up to 25% of the time [4], which is a serious enough complication that some patients will die from it. Bronchoscopic methods do not puncture the pleura (so the risk of pneumothorax is low) but the majority of the lung is inaccessible, due to either the diameter of the bronchi being too small to traverse or the target not being directly accessible from the bronchial tree.

To bring the benefits of transoral access to patients with peripheral lung nodules, our system (Fig. 1(a)) integrates a standard tendon-actuated bronchoscope with a concentric tube robot and a bevel-tip steerable needle (Fig. 1(b)). In order to enable bronchoscopic access to a target, the device must enter the airway via the nose or mouth, navigate the bronchial tubes to a site near the desired target, pierce and travel through the bronchial wall, and steer through lung tissue to the target (Fig. 1(c)). Achieving this requires multiple steering mechanisms. Bronchoscopes are standard medical devices that consist of a flexible shaft with a tendon-driven tip that bends into a circular shape when the tendons are pulled by levers on the handle. For an overview of tendon operated devices and constant curvature robots in general see [5]. Concentric tube robots consist of a series of pre-curved, superelastic tubes that translate and rotate inside one another to create curvilinear collective motion. Mechanics-based models for them have been derived [6], [7], and these robots have been applied in a variety of surgical contexts.
Fig. 2: The components of the three-stage steering system developed in this work are shown. The system includes a (a) magnetic tracking system, (b) tendon-actuated flexible bronchoscope, (c) concentric tube robot, (d) steerable needle, (e) an actuation unit, and a (f) puncture mechanism.

Fig. 3: The concentric tube robot is used to deliver the puncture needle to the bronchial wall. This is needed because often the surgeon will deliver the bronchoscope as deep as possible into the lung, where the bronchoscope’s working channel is constrained to be coaxial with the bronchial tube.

II. SYSTEM CONCEPT

We envision the system, shown in Fig. 2, being used for lung biopsy and therapy delivery under either fluoroscopic guidance, real-time computed tomography (CT), or via magnetic tracking combined with preoperative CT or magnetic resonance images. The deployment of the three stages of the device is illustrated in Fig. 1(c). At a more granular level, the intended insertion workflow is as follows:

1. The surgeon deploys the bronchoscope transorally using standard practices (Note: this step could potentially be robotized in the future, but it may be simpler to have the surgeon do it manually). An Olympus BF 1T30 bronchoscope was used for this work.
2. The concentric tube robot is deployed through the bronchoscope tool port to reach the bronchial wall.
3. A sharp nitinol wire connected to a spring-loaded mechanism at the rear of the concentric tube robot is deployed through the concentric tube robot and used to create an opening in the bronchial wall. After the opening is created, the wire and puncture mechanism are removed.
4. The concentric tube robot deploys its second tube a short distance through the bronchial wall, aiming its tip approximately toward the target.
5. The steerable needle is deployed through the concentric tube robot and delivered under closed-loop control to the desired target.
6. The surgeon advances a coaxial access tube through the bronchoscope and over the steerable needle, creating an access channel to the target through which a biopsy can be collected or a therapeutic agent can be deposited. Note that in this paper we are focused on targeting, and leave the therapy delivery step (step (6)) to future work, as prior needle steering papers have done (see [12], [13]).

The following sections will elaborate on aspects of this workflow and the mechanical devices and algorithms used to achieve the various steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I: Concentric Tube Parameters Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outside Diameter (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Diameter (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of Curvature (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curved Length (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight Length (mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. FROM BRONCHOSCOPE TIP TO BRONCHI EXIT

A. Within The Bronchi

In step 2 of the workflow presented in Sec. II, the outer tube of the two-tube concentric tube robot (concentric tube robot parameters given in Table I) is deployed from the bronchoscope tip to the desired site on the bronchial wall where the surgeon wishes to exit the bronchi and begin traveling through the soft tissue (called “parenchyma”) of the lung. Typically, the surgeon will deploy the bronchoscope as deeply as possible before deploying the other steering devices, and the bronchi diameter will not be much larger than the diameter of the bronchoscope itself. This motivates the need for the concentric tube robot to bend toward the wall, to enable the puncturing needle to approach the wall as perpendicularly as possible, as shown in Fig. 3. The complete kinematics of the concentric tube robot are given in [6], [7]. Here, since only one tube extends from the bronchoscope, the simplified model given in [9] may be used.

B. Exiting the Bronchi

Next, (step 3 in Sec. II) we deploy the sharp nitinol wire (0.78 mm OD) through the concentric tube robot. Since the wall of the bronchi is made from relatively tough cartilage rings and connective muscular tissue, it is necessary to apply a short rapid motion with a sharp needle to puncture it, thereby creating a port through which the concentric tube robot can pass. To accomplish this, we designed a spring-loaded mechanical system [15] capable of imparting the required velocity and force to the needle. The mechanism is shown in Figure 4. It operates by translating a plunger attached to the nitinol wire backward until the spring is fully compressed. The spring can then be released from the plunger using a lever, propelling the nitinol wire forward a short distance. The wire transmits this motion all the way through the bronchoscope and concentric tube robot to the bronchial wall. This causes the needle to puncture the bronchial wall. Puncture depth can be manually adjusted by the surgeon by setting the initial position of the needle tip within the concentric tube robot (it need not be initially flush with the tip of the concentric tubes). When deployed, the puncture needle does not appreciably change the overall shape of the bronchoscope or concentric tube robot because it is approximately 5 times less stiff than the concentric tube robot.

Fig. 4: (a) Puncturing of the bronchial wall in ex vivo porcine lung using the puncture mechanism. The puncture needle was positioned against a sample of ex vivo porcine bronchial wall before firing the puncture needle. (b) Detailed view of the puncture mechanism.

Now that a port has been created in the bronchial wall, the concentric tube robot can pass through it and establish the initial pose of the bevel steered needle (Sec. II, step 4). The concentric tube robot does this by advancing its second tube through the first and rotating it to aim its tip in the general direction of the target (see Figs. 1 and 5). The goal of this process is to set the initial pose of the bevel steered needle such that the target lies within the needle’s workspace, and ideally toward the workspace center. Bevel tip steerable needles have a roughly “trumpet shaped” workspace for clinically realistic arc lengths, which is bounded by the maximum curvature achievable with the needle.

C. Establishing the Initial Bevel Needle Pose

We use the flexure tip steerable needle design [14] to steer through soft tissue toward the target. Reviewing the design described in [14], the needle consists of three parts: a flexible needle shaft, a beveled needle tip, and a flexure to join the shaft and the needle tip. All three components are made from nitinol. Upon insertion into tissue, the asymmetric bevel produces a force on the needle tip that causes the flexure to bend and the needle to follow a curved trajectory through tissue. The flexure element causes the steerable needle to achieve relatively high curvatures as it passes through tissue, yet cause minimal tissue damage because the flexure will straighten as the needle is axially rotated.

The needle shaft used for our system validation experiment has an OD of 0.8 mm and an ID of 0.6 mm. The bevel tip has an OD of 1.16 mm, a slightly larger OD than the needle shaft, in order to house a six-degree-of-freedom magnetic tracking sensor (NDI Aurora, Canada). The bevel tip itself has a length of 4 mm and a bevel angle of approximately 15°. The flexure is comprised of three 0.125 mm nitinol wires positioned side by side along the longitudinal axis of the needle shaft (see Fig. 1(b)). The length of the entire needle is 1.21 m.

We use the sliding mode controller of Rucker et al. [16] to drive the needle to the tumor target. The control strategy has a number of useful features. First, it does not require
initial knowledge of model parameters (in particular needle curvature), it produces bounded actuator velocities, and it is not computationally intensive. Furthermore, it can be proven that the control law will cause the system to converge to desired workspace targets in finite time. The control law has been previously validated in the contexts of reaching target points, trajectory following, and targeting objects moving within the tissue media (e.g. due to respiration).

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To illustrate the use of our system for accessing targets outside of the bronchial tubes via a flexible bronchoscope, we performed a bronchial wall puncture experiment and a phantom validation study (see Fig. 6 for experimental setup). For both experiments, we created a model bronchial tree from clear PVC plastic that includes three generations of phantom bronchi. Each bronchial tube is smaller than the one it extends from, mimicking the structure of the human lung. An 8 mm diameter access hole was placed in the side wall of the third and smallest bronchial tube to allow the concentric tubes and steerable needle to pass out of the bronchial tube. In order to accurately test the capability of our puncture mechanism, we dissected a porcine lung and removed a portion of the primary bronchial tube, which was then wrapped around our phantom tube and placed over the 8 mm hole, enabling us to test the puncture mechanism with ex vivo tissue.

The concentric tube robot and puncture needle were then loaded into the bronchoscope. They were loaded from the tip of the bronchoscope backward, to ensure that the curved sections of the concentric tube robot would not have to pass through the sharp bends in the bronchoscope handle and potentially become plastically deformed. At the end of the loading procedure, the base of the concentric tube robot and the puncture needle extended out of the port on the bronchoscope handle, and could be grasped by the robotic actuation unit and the puncture mechanism. A telescoping support sheath was used to prevent buckling in the portion of the puncture needle located behind the bronchoscope handle. The tips of the concentric tube robot and puncture needle were retracted fully within the bronchoscope such that their tips rested just behind the start of the tendon-actuated steering section at the distal end of the bronchoscope, which did not result in any plastic deformation of the tubes. The bronchoscope was then guided through the phantom bronchial tree using the tendon-actuated tip of the bronchoscope until it reached the exit hole in the bronchial tree. The concentric tube robot was deployed within the lumen in the direction necessary to align the steerable needle toward the target, and then advanced into the gelatin. Finally, the bevel tip needle was advanced and steered through the simulated parenchyma to the target using the sliding mode controller under magnetic tracker feedback. The average tip error in three trials was 0.72 mm. The results of each trial are shown in Fig. 7.

VI. DISCUSSION

The system and workflow presented in this paper for targeting suspicious lung nodules is a novel robotic approach with the potential to save lives by enabling earlier-stage definitive diagnosis of lung cancer. By avoiding needle insertion through the skin into the lung, our approach has the potential to reduce the risk of pneumothorax (lung collapse), which is a serious and life threatening complication for patients with co-morbidities or reduced lung function. Rather than waiting to see if a tumor grows over time in medical images, our system would give physicians the option of obtaining a definitive diagnosis when a suspicious nodule is first detected, for a broader class of patients. The system was able to accurately target nodules in a phantom validation experiment. However, there remain many challenges and avenues for future work with this system.

First, our model for the parenchyma is gelatin, which does not perfectly match the material properties and inhomogeneity of lung tissue. It will be necessary in the future to carefully tune the steerable needle’s properties (shaft stiffness, flexure stiffness, bevel angle, etc.) to achieve the desired curvature in lung tissue. This challenge is not unique to our work – a large number of prior bevel steering papers have used gelatin phantoms, and the feasibility of subsequently tuning needle properties to a variety of tissues (e.g. brain [17], liver [18], kidney [18], muscle [11]) has been previously established.

A challenge we overcame while creating the system described in this paper was inserting tubes through the working
channel in a standard clinical bronchoscope. In order to pass the nitinol tubes through the bronchoscope, we first inserted a thin-walled PTFE sheath that ran the length of the bronchoscope working channel. This sheath allowed the tubes to navigate the tight corner in the channel within the handle of the bronchoscope where the side port turns and begins to run along the shaft of the bronchoscope. This turn was sufficiently high curvature that the tubes slightly plastically deformed when passing through it. Another benefit of the sheath is that it prevented any sharp edges on the tubes from scoring the interior of the bronchoscope channel.

Another challenge worthy of note is that due to the length of the bronchoscope (67 cm) and the length of the steerable needle (121 cm), significant torsional windup due to friction occurred in the steerable needle shaft. We addressed this challenge by incorporating a 6 degree-of-freedom (DoF) magnetic tracking sensor, which is larger in diameter than available 5 DoF sensors. In future work, involving the integration of a biopsy collection/therapy delivery tube, it may be useful to use a 5 DoF tracking coil (or even medical images) and incorporate a torsional observer like the one described in [19]. The shape of the bronchoscope will also affect the torsion in the steerable needle, and it is unclear whether this effect will need to be explicitly modeled.

One must also be aware that depending on the diameter and number of tubes/wires passing through the bronchoscope, they may stiffen the tendon-actuation section of the bronchoscope to varying degrees. A solution to this challenge that we employed in this paper was to retract all tubes and the needle such that their tips do not pass into the bending tip of the bronchoscope during bronchoscope deployment into the lung. Another possible approach would be laser machining the tubes to decrease their bending stiffness, as was done for other purposes in [20].

It is also important to consider concentric tube robot elastic stability when using robots of this type. Algorithms are available to design bifurcation-free concentric tube robots [21], [22]. Our approach in this paper was to make the length of the curved section of the inner tube as short as possible, so that the curved section can be fully extended from the outer tube, before rotating. This will require either full deployment in the open lumen of both tubes, or some tissue stretching in the parenchyma, and future experiments will be needed to determine whether the stretching is substantial enough to damage lung tissue and if the tube has enough torsional stiffness to deflect the tissue. It is also possible that a future system will be able to dispense with the inner curved tube altogether if the bevel steered needle exhibits sufficient curvature in the parenchyma.

Lastly, while the workflow we propose in this paper will
certainly require some adaptation by clinical personnel, we do not foresee this as a major challenge. The reason is that our proposed workflow is similar to existing image-guided lung biopsy procedures that use bronchoscope deployed, magnetically tracked (but not steerable in parenchyma) instruments [23].

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we note that lung cancer is an important healthcare challenge that will only grow in importance in the future. This is because the U.S. Preventative Services Task Force has recently begun recommending yearly low-dose CT screening for all individuals between the ages of 55 and 80 who have at least a 30 pack-year smoking history and are current smokers or who have quit in the last 15 years [24]. This will result in an estimated 1-2 million more small suspicious nodules discovered each year, many of which will need to be biopsied. The robotic system and envisioned workflow (see Fig. 8) described in this paper are a step toward addressing this significant clinical need. We demonstrated its ability to puncture through ex vivo porcine wall tissue and to reach targets in phantom tissue with an average tip error of 0.72 mm. The new approach we have proposed minimizes the risk of pneumothorax by deploying transorally through a clinical flexible bronchoscope. It is the first system with the potential to stearably biopsy peripheral lung regions deep in the parenchyma, via a transoral approach.
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